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T  

An Induction loop operates to enhance sound for 
anyone wearing a hearing aid or using a transmitter 
and infra red hearing aids are available for use 
during the meeting.  If you require any further 
information or assistance, please contact the 
receptionist on arrival. 

  

 FIRE / EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURE 
 

If the fire alarm sounds continuously, or if you are 
instructed to do so, you must leave the building by 
the nearest available exit.  You will be directed to 
the nearest exit by council staff.  It is vital that you 
follow their instructions: 
 

• You should proceed calmly; do not run and do 
not use the lifts; 

• Do not stop to collect personal belongings; 

• Once you are outside, please do not wait 
immediately next to the building, but move 
some distance away and await further 
instructions; and 

• Do not re-enter the building until told that it is 
safe to do so. 
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POLICY & RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

PART ONE Page 

 
 

 PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

 

44. PROCEDURAL BUSINESS  

 (a) Declaration of Substitutes: Where Councillors are unable to attend 
a meeting, a substitute Member from the same Political Group may 
attend, speak and vote in their place for that meeting. 

 
(b) Declarations of Interest:  
 

(a) Disclosable pecuniary interests not registered on the register of 
interests; 

(b) Any other interests required to be registered under the local 
code; 

(c) Any other general interest as a result of which a decision on the 
matter might reasonably be regarded as affecting you or a 
partner more than a majority of other people or businesses in 
the ward/s affected by the decision. 

 
In each case, you need to declare  
(i) the item on the agenda the interest relates to; 
(ii) the nature of the interest; and 
(iii) whether it is a disclosable pecuniary interest or some other 

interest. 
 

If unsure, Members should seek advice from the committee lawyer 
or administrator preferably before the meeting. 

 
(d) Exclusion of Press and Public: To consider whether, in view of the 

nature of the business to be transacted, or the nature of the 
proceedings, the press and public should be excluded from the 
meeting when any of the following items are under consideration. 
 
NOTE: Any item appearing in Part Two of the Agenda states in its 

heading the category under which the information disclosed 
in the report is exempt from disclosure and therefore not 
available to the public. 

 
A list and description of the exempt categories is available for public 

inspection at Brighton and Hove Town Halls. 

 

 

45. CHAIR'S COMMUNICATIONS  
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 GENERAL MATTERS 

 

46. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT  

 To consider the following matters raised by members of the public: 
 
(a) Petitions: to receive any petitions presented by members of the 

public to the full council or at the meeting itself; 
 
(b) Written Questions: to receive any questions submitted by the due 

date of 12 noon on the 5 September 2013. 
 
(c) Deputations: to receive any deputations submitted by the due date 

of 12 noon on the 5 September 2013. 

 

 

 FINANCIAL MATTERS 

47. BUSINESS RATES EMPTY PROPERTY RE-OCCUPATION INCENTIVE 1 - 12 

 Report of the Executive Director for Finance & Resources (copy 
attached). 

 

 Contact Officer: Paul Ross-Dale Tel: 29 - 1969  
 Ward Affected: All Wards   
 

 REGENERATION & PROPERTY MATTERS 

 

48. MODERNISING THE COUNCIL - WORKSTYLES PHASE THREE 13 - 38 

 Report of the Executive Director for Finance & Resources (copy 
attached). 

 

 Contact Officer: Angela Dymott Tel: 29-1450  
 Ward Affected: All Wards   
 

 GENERAL MATTERS 

 

49. ITEMS REFERRED FOR COUNCIL  

 To consider items to be submitted to the 24 October 2013 Council 
meeting for information. 
 
In accordance with Procedure Rule 24.3a, the Committee may determine 
that any item is to be included in its report to Council.  In addition, each 
Minority Group may specify one further item to be included by notifying 
the Chief Executive no later than 10.00am on 14 October 2013 (the eighth 
working day before the Council meeting to which the report is to be 
made), or if the Committee meeting takes place after this deadline, 
immediately at the conclusion of the Committee meeting. 
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The City Council actively welcomes members of the public and the press to attend its 
meetings and holds as many of its meetings as possible in public.  Provision is also made 
on the agendas for public questions and deputations to committees and details of how 
questions and deputations can be raised can be found on the website and/or on agendas for 
the meetings. 
 
The closing date for receipt of public questions and deputations for the next meeting is 12 
noon on the fifth working day before the meeting. 
 
Agendas and minutes are published on the council’s website www.brighton-hove.gov.uk.  
Agendas are available to view five working days prior to the meeting date. 
 
Meeting papers can be provided, on request, in large print, in Braille, on audio tape or on 
disc, or translated into any other language as requested. 
 
WEBCASTING NOTICE 
This meeting may be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council’s website.  At 
the start of the meeting the Chair will confirm if all or part of the meeting is being filmed.  
You should be aware that the Council is a Data Controller under the Data Protection Act 
1988.  Data collected during this web cast will be retained in accordance with the Council’s 
published policy (Guidance for Employees’ on the BHCC website). 
 
For further details and general enquiries about this meeting contact Mark Wall, (01273 
291006, email mark.wall@brighton-hove.gov.uk) or email democratic.services@brighton-
hove.gov.uk  
 
ACCESS NOTICE 
The lift cannot be used in an emergency.  Evac Chairs are available for self-transfer and you 
are requested to inform Reception prior to going up to the Public Gallery.  For your own 
safety please do not go beyond the Ground Floor if you are unable to use the stairs. 
Please inform staff on Reception of this affects you so that you can be directed to the 
Council Chamber where you can watch the meeting or if you need to take part in the 
proceedings e.g. because you have submitted a public question. 
 

 

Date of Publication - Wednesday, 4 September 2013 

 

 
 





POLICY & RESOURCES 
COMMITTEE 

Agenda Item 47 
 
Brighton & Hove City Council 

 

 

Subject: Business Rates Empty Property Occupation 
Discount 

Date of Meeting: 12 September 2013 

Report of: Executive Director Finance and Resources 

Contact Officer: Name: Paul Ross-Dale  Tel: 291969 

 Email: Paul.ross-dale@brighton-hove.gov.uk 

Ward(s) affected: All  

 
FOR GENERAL RELEASE 
 
1. SUMMARY AND POLICY CONTEXT: 
 
1.1 The Government has given local authorities the discretion to set up localised 

Business Rate reliefs and discounts, on the understanding that the discounts are 
funded locally. As part of the council’s 2013/14 budget, £100,000 was set aside 
for the purpose of assisting Brighton & Hove businesses by establishing a new 
type of rate relief. The proposal for an Empty Property Occupation Discount is 
outlined in this report. If successful this discount will contribute to the council’s 
broader economic development objectives and could result in increases to the 
council’s income from business rates in the longer term. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
 That the Committee:   
 
2.1 Approve the business rates Empty Property Occupation Discount scheme 

described in this report and specified in full at paragraphs 3.1 – 3.13 and 
Appendix 1. 

 
2.3 Grant delegated authority to the Executive Director Finance & Resources –  
 

(i) to implement, manage and operate the scheme from 1 October 2013 or as 
soon as practicable thereafter, until 31 March 2015.  

 
(ii) to take such measures in connection with the scheme as are needed to 

comply with relevant legislation and statutory guidance 
 
2.4 Instructs the Executive Director Finance & Resources to review the effectiveness 

of the Discount Scheme after six months of operation and to report the findings to 
Policy & Resources Committee, together with any recommended amendments.  

 
3. RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION/CHRONOLOGY OF KEY 

EVENTS: 
 
3.1 This policy is designed to provide support to Business Ratepayers who have just 

occupied a long term empty property.  
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3.2 There is already a national policy that is designed to discourage landlords, 
owners and developers from leaving properties standing empty. This national 
policy works by compelling ratepayers to pay full rates on empty properties, 
except for a three month period at the start (or six months if it is an industrial 
property), during which they do not have to pay rates.  

 
3.3 The new local proposal complements the national policy by providing support to 

ratepayers who have taken on a long term empty property. What this means in 
practice is that while the property stands empty, full rates are payable in 
accordance with national policy. But once a ratepayer actually occupies that 
property, they will be given a new local discount for six months, which will 
support them while they become established at the property.   

 
3.4 To qualify for a discount, the following criteria must apply: 

• Property has been empty for at least six months 

• Property has now been re-occupied 

• No previous property re-occupation discount has been applied in the last 12 
months 

• If the ratepayer is already liable for eight or more other non-domestic 
properties in the Brighton and Hove area, they will not be eligible for the 
discount. This means that the scheme will exclude large multi-national 
companies taking on smaller properties. This clause will also automatically 
exclude Brighton and Hove City Council from paying itself.  

• Where a property is being used for storage purposes only, it will not be 
considered as “occupied” for the purposes of this Discount, unless the 
purpose of the business and property itself is storage.  

 
3.5 The scheme is based on the Rateable Value (RV) of a property. Rateable Value 

is a base amount used to calculate a Business Rates liability (see Appendix 3 for 
a brief explanation of how the rates are calculated). The following table shows 
the ranges of assistance available: 

 

RATEABLE 
VALUE % 

Illustrative amount of 
Empty Property Occupation 
discount for the six month 
period (apprx) 

Numbers of properties 
currently empty as at 
August 2013 

0-24999  100 £0 to £5900 485 (165 long term) 

25000-
34999 

50 £2900 to £4100 21 (17 long term) 

 
 
3.6 Most ratepayers with RVs under £6,000 already receive 100% discount in this 

financial year, due to the national scheme for Small Business Rate Relief 
(SBRR), so they would not need Empty Property Occupation Discount. The ones 
who do not receive SBRR, usually because they have another property, would 
receive the new local discount if they meet the criteria. Properties with RVs 
between £6,000 and £12,000 receive a lesser amount of Small Business Rate 
Relief (SBRR), between 1% and 100%, depending on how high the RV is. Cases 
with less than 100% SBRR would have their Empty Property Occupation 
Discount topped up to the full 100% discount.  
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3.7 The discount is weighted so as to provide more help to small and medium-sized 

businesses, whilst tapering off towards a lesser amount of help as the RV 
increases. By tapering the discount in this way, small and medium sized 
businesses will have six months of zero Business Rates once they occupy. 
Slightly larger businesses will still receive some support if their RV is under 
£35,000, but the 50% discount reflects the likelihood that they will have larger 
resources to support their move into the premises.  

 
3.8 There are currently 9691 properties that are liable for Business Rates, of which 

only 1321 have an RV above £35,000. This means that Empty Property 
Occupation Discount is available for approximately 86% of our properties, should 
they meet the relevant long-term empty criteria.  There are currently 783 empty 
properties, of which 506 could qualify for the discount if they meet the relevant 
criteria. 

 
3.9 The intention of the scheme is to support businesses who have taken on a long 

term empty property in preference to another property. A 50% or 100% discount 
for six months could give a boost to a business in the initial period of occupation. 
Although the main purpose of the discount is support, it could even in some 
cases serve to influence businesses in choosing between two properties and 
picking the long term empty one. In some situations, it may be that the other 
property is in another local authority, and that a Business Rates discount 
provides an extra reason to come to Brighton and Hove.  

 
3.10 The range of eligible RV’s in this scheme is quite extensive, taking in diverse 

properties such as shop units, office blocks and medium-sized warehouses. By 
offering a support scheme for occupying empty properties, we are reaffirming the 
council’s commitment to creating 6000 jobs in the city, which is especially 
important in the context of Welfare Reform.  

 
3.11 We have chosen to create a scheme that is administratively transparent and that 

has an even-handed way of distributing some support, without introducing the 
complexities and risks of discretion and decisions on merit. 

 
3.12 Ratepayers will not have to apply for the Discount. It will be applied by the 

Business Rates team automatically when the relevant criteria are met (as set out 
in Appendix 1).  

 
3.13 We will be publicising the scheme in a number of ways, for example: 

• Information on website 

• Press release 

• Emailing information to agents, so that they can promote long term empties 
with the knowledge of a Business Rates discount being available in the right 
circumstances 

• Circulating information to organisations such as Chamber of Commerce and 
Brighton and Hove Business Forum 

 
4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION 
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4.1 The overall budget setting process involved broad consultation and included the 
proposal to set aside £100,000 to support businesses via a new localised type of 
rate relief. As such there is no requirement to repeat the consultation. 

 
4.2 The principle of using £100,000 to support local businesses was touched upon in 

the annual Ratepayers consultation event and met with a positive response.   
 
4.3 Internally, opinion has been provided from various sections, including City 

Regeneration, Planning, the Property Estates team. We also have a view from 
our commercial agents Cluttons. All felt that there was merit in the scheme and 
that it would only serve to support local business. There was positive support for 
the tapering effect of aiming the discount at lower Rateable Values.  

 
4.4 Officers have had informal discussions with the Chamber of Commerce and the 

Brighton and Hove Economic Partnership. Feedback was positive and the 
initiative was encouraged. The scheme had originally been designed with three 
months of support in mind. As a result of these discussions and some further 
analysis of the caseload, the scheme now covers six months of discount, albeit 
for a lower range of Rateable Values.  

 
 
5. FINANCIAL & OTHER IMPLICATIONS: 

 
 Financial Implications: 
 
5.1 The administration of the Empty Property Occupation Discount scheme will be 

met from within existing resources. Using information from the latest complete 
financial year of 2012/13 the cost of this scheme to the council is estimated to be 
£68k in 2013/14 if it starts on 1 October, well within the £100,000 set aside by 
Budget Council in February. However if the scheme is successful then the cost 
will be higher and the actual costs will need to be monitored closely. In addition 
the Chancellor will announce whether SBRR will continue in 2014/15 in his 
autumn statement before Christmas. The maximum additional cost to the 
council in 2014/15 if SBRR was abolished is estimated to be £20,000. A review 
of the actual costs and the effectiveness of the scheme will be reported back to 
this committee after the end of the financial year 2013/14 along with any 
proposals to amend the scheme to keep within the resources available in 
2014/15.. 

 
 Finance Officer Consulted: Name: Heather Bentley Date: 19/08/13 
 
 Legal Implications: 
 
5.2 Section 47 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988 covers the award of 

business rates discretionary relief. This section was amended by section 69 of 
the Localism Act 2011 to allow local authorities to reduce the business rates of 
any local ratepayer, not just those who can currently be granted discretionary 
relief, subject to the local authority funding the relief itself. 

 
 Arrangements for informing a ratepayer as to any making or revocation of a relief 

payment, and the determination of the amount, must comply with the Non-
Domestic Rating (Discretionary Relief) Regulations 1989. 
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 Lawyer Consulted: Oliver Dixon Date: 16/07/13 
 
 Equalities Implications: 
 
5.3 An Equalities Impact Assessment screening was carried out but no significant 

impacts are identified. 
 

Ratepayers can be either individuals or businesses. These businesses can vary 
in size from small to multi-national and we do not have data showing how groups 
with Protected Characteristics are represented within them.  
 
Where ratepayers are individuals, they are likely to be in the lower RV range and 
so they will benefit from large discounts as a result of the scheme. Again, we 
have no data on individual ratepayers and whether any of them fall into certain 
groups.  
 
There is a risk that if an individual has a disability such as visual impairment, they 
may not be aware of the scheme’s existence. Consideration will be given to 
communicating the scheme in different ways so that potential new ratepayers are 
aware of the discount.  

 
 
 Sustainability Implications: 
 
5.4 The Empty Property Occupation Discount will provide support to businesses who 

are taking on long term empty properties. It is anticipated that this could result in 
a beneficial impact on the economic health of the city. The targeting of smaller 
and medium sized businesses is consistent with the aims and principles of the 
council’s One Planet Living strategy (Equity and Local Economy), helping to 
ensure a thriving and diverse local economy.  

 
 Crime & Disorder Implications:  
 
5.5 It is possible that ratepayers could state falsely that their property has been 

occupied. If we are in doubt, we can send our Inspectors to look at the usage of 
the property to determine whether it is in use.  Such opportunities for fraud are 
already in our system and are therefore monitored.  

 
 Risk and Opportunity Management Implications:  
 
5.6 The main opportunity in this proposal is that we could help to increase the 

occupation of long term empty properties. Occupation would no doubt be 
contingent upon the ratepayer’s other economic and practical considerations, not 
least of which are rent and location. However, we are hoping that the six month 
discount could influence the choice of one property over another.  

 
5.7 The existing national Small Business Rate Relief scheme mostly targets 

ratepayers with Rateable Values under £12,000. The Empty Property Discount 
could help ratepayers with higher Rateable Values in the medium range. 
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 Public Health Implications: 
 
5.8 In general terms, if the scheme helps the regeneration of a particular area, there 

would be benefits to public health. A local area could potentially be improved and 
attract extra investment and further occupation of surrounding properties, 
therefore improving the overall wealth of the area.  

 
 Corporate / Citywide Implications: 
 
5.8 The Discount supports the council’s Corporate Plan objective to achieve a 

healthier and higher quality built environment, as well as the Sustainable 
Community Strategy goal to promote enterprise and learning. 

 
 
6. EVALUATION OF ANY ALTERNATIVE OPTION(S): 
 
6.1 We considered the following possible alternative schemes: 
 

• The same scheme as this one, but with three months of support, which enabled 
properties up to RV of £100,000 to be supported, albeit at a low discount.  

• The same scheme as this one, but with a flat three month 50% discount for all 
properties up to RV of £100,000. This was within budget but we lost the 
advantage of choosing a tapered discount and giving smaller and medium-sized 
businesses proportionately more help.  

• Extend Small Business Rate Relief so that properties with higher Rateable 
Values can quailfy – this would have been too expensive to achieve  

• Have the empty property discount as outlined in this report, but limit it to 
geographical zones – too exclusive, could become driven by local factors   

• Incentive for new business – too difficult to define when this would apply and who 
would qualify  

   
 
7. REASONS FOR REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 The recommendation should be approved so that a) businesses can be 

supported in a new way and b) the re-occupation of empty properties can be 
encouraged.  

 
 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

 
Appendices: 
 
1. Empty Property Occupation Discount scheme details 
 
2. Empty Properties Snapshot 

 
3. How is the Business Rates bill calculated? 
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APPENDIX 1 

Business Rates Empty Property Business Rates Empty Property Business Rates Empty Property Business Rates Empty Property Occupation Occupation Occupation Occupation DiscountDiscountDiscountDiscount        
    
    
The Business Rates Empty Property Occupation Discount scheme provides a 
six month discount to ratepayers who occupy long term empty non-domestic 
properties. The scheme will run from 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2015.  
 
The criteria are as follows: 
 

• Property has been empty for at least six months 

• Property has now been occupied 

• No previous Empty Property Occupation Discount award has been 
applied in the last twelve months leading up to the date of occupation. 

• Where a ratepayer already has eight or more properties in the Brighton 
and Hove area, Empty Property Occupation Discount will not be 
applied. 

• Where a property is being used for storage purposes only, it will not be 
considered as “occupied” for the purposes of this Discount, unless the 
purpose of the business and property itself is storage.  

 
For the discount to be applied, the property must now be occupied. If the 
property is occupied for a short time and then vacated, eg it is occupied for 
less than six months, a further discount will not be applicable because of the 
twelve month rule described above.  
 
If on 31 March 2015 a ratepayer is in receipt of an Empty Property Occupation 
Discount, it will continue for a maximum of six months, depending on how 
many days are remaining on the Discount.  
 
Ratepayers who become liable for a property after 31 March 2015 will not be 
eligible for the discount.  
 
If a ratepayer has assumed liability on or before 31 March 2015, but has not 
yet occupied the property, they will still receive Empty Property Occupation 
Discount as long as they have occupied the property no later than 1 July 2015.  
 
There will be no application process as the discount will be applied 
automatically by the Business Rates team if the criteria are met.   
 
The amount of the discount will vary according to the Rateable Value (RV) of 
a property, so that smaller and medium-sized businesses would benefit 
proportionately more than larger ones. Rateable Value is a base amount used 
to calculate a Business Rates liability. The following table shows the potential 
discounts: 
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APPENDIX 1 

RATEABLE 
VALUE 

% 
Illustrative amount of discount for the three 
month period (apprx) 

0-24999  100 £20 to £5900 

25000-
34999 

50 £2900 to £4100 

 
 
 

Most ratepayers with RVs under £6,000 already receive 100% discount in this 
financial year, due to the national scheme for Small Business Rate Relief, so 
they would not need an Empty Property Occupation Discount. Properties with 
RVs between £6,000 and £12,000 receive a lesser amount of Small Business 
Rate Relief (SBRR), between 1% and 100%, depending on how high the RV 
is. Cases with less than 100% SBRR will receive a top up so that their overall 
discount is 100%.  
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Snapshot of Empty Property caseload as at 12 August 2013 

Current Empty Properties (Aug 2013)
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Long Term vs Short Term Empty
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APPENDIX 3 

How is the Business Rates bill calculated? 

 
We use two figures to arrive at the basic Business Rates bill: the Rateable 
Value (RV) of the property and the Business Rates multiplier. The RV is set 
by the Valuation Office Agency (VOA), who base it on the yearly rent the 
property could have achieved on 1 April 2008, if let on the open market. This 
was a date used by the VOA when they last reviewed all valuations in 2010. 
By using a set date, it ensured that every property’s valuation was sampled 
fairly at exactly the same time. The next revaluation is set to take place in 
2017.  
 
The multiplier is set each year by central government and it is used in 
conjunction with the RV to work out the basic charge. This year, the standard 
multiplier is 47.1p. So… 
 
RV is £20,000 
Multiplier is 47.1p 
Charge is £9420 (£20,000 x 47.1p) 
 
There’s a lower multiplier of 46.2p for occupied properties with RV of less 
than £18,000.  
 
If the RV is less than £12,000, the ratepayer could also qualify for Small 
Business Rate Relief. Each year the multipliers change in line with inflation, 
and to take into account the cost of Small Business Rate Relief. Legislation 
sets down a formula for the government to use in calculating new multipliers 
for the whole of England. 
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POLICY & RESOURCES 
COMMITTEE 

Agenda Item 48 
 
Brighton & Hove City Council 

 

Subject: Modernising the Council - Workstyles Phase Three 

Date of Meeting: 12th September 2013 

Report of: Executive Director of Finance & Resources 

Contact Officer: Name: Angela Dymott Tel: 291450 

 Email: Angela.dymott@brighton-hove.gov.uk 

Ward(s) affected: All  

 
FOR GENERAL RELEASE  
 
1. SUMMARY AND POLICY CONTEXT 
 
1.1 The Corporate Plan sets out the council’s priorities, the fourth of which is 

Modernising the Council. The outcomes under this priority are: 

• Good governance & leadership; 

• A high performing workforce;  

• Excellent customer service; and  

• Value for money.  
The council’s Workstyles programme is an integral and cross cutting part of 
Modernising the Council. Its focus to date in the first two phases has been driven 
by a need to reduce our use of office accommodation to deliver financial and 
carbon savings and to improve key customer access points in Hove Town Hall 
and Bartholomew Square. This report seeks approval for Phase 3 of the 
Workstyles programme which builds on those successes.   

 
1.2 The programme is bold in scale and scope and will fit alongside the council’s 

broader organisational development.  In addition to disposing of surplus property, 
it will generate funding for essential investment in the council’s property and ICT 
infrastructure. Providing up to date technology and an appropriate working 
environment is an essential part of improving the efficiency of services and 
contributing to the council’s broader budget savings requirements.   

 
1.3 Policy & Resources Committee on 11th October 2012 received an outline 

business case for this next phase of the Workstyles programme and requested 
further detailed work be undertaken on the two shortlisted options. This report 
provides an update on the detailed business case, design, initial consultations 
and preparatory work to test those options and recommends a preferred way 
forward.  

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS:  
 
  That Policy & Resources Committee: 
 
2.1 Notes the findings of the updated business case and options appraisal for the 

two previously shortlisted options for implementing Workstyles Phase Three 
(Option A and B).  

 
2.2 Notes the risks and financial liabilities associated with the “no change” Option C 
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2.3 Approves the implementation of Workstyles Phase Three through Option A which 

incorporates the refurbishment of Hove Town Hall to modern environmental and 
technological standards and the re-location of the remaining services and staff 
from Kings House, 

 
2.4 Grants delegated authority to the Executive Director Finance & Resources to 

commence appropriate engagement and communications and to implement the 
works associated with Option A in full. 
 

2.5 Agrees to i) the disposal of the freehold of Kings House and ii) the grant of long 
leases in respect of 76-79 and 80 Buckingham Road and iii) lease areas of Hove 
Town Hall associated with Option A, on terms to be negotiated by the Valuer and 
Head of Legal Services.  

 
2.6 Agrees that the Executive Director Finance & Resources can use her delegated 

authority to approve the detailed terms of the disposals referred to in 
recommendation 2.5 provided that they are certified to be the best consideration 
obtainable by the Valuer and that the Head of Legal Services is authorised to 
complete all necessary documentation required in connection with such 
disposals.  

 
3. RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
 
3.1 Since the Policy & Resources Committee in October 2012 a large amount of 

work has been done to develop the detailed business case and test the two 
shortlisted options through soft market testing, assessing planning assumptions 
and financial analysis.  The learning points from Workstyles Phases 1 and 2 have 
helped to inform the development of the Phase 3 business case.   

 
3.2 Workstyles Phase 3 is a key part of Modernising the Council and will continue to 

create revenue savings and capital receipts for the council over the next 5-8 
years and provide investment to meet some significant ICT and backlog 
maintenance property revenue costs. Workstyles underpins the planned changes 
to the way we work and deliver services to our citizens and efficiencies will be 
significantly enhanced by closer collaboration and synchronised delivery with the 
two other main council modernisation cross cutting programmes; Business 
Process Improvement (BPI) and Customer Access (CA). The overall 
implementation of this next complex, broad programme will take about 3 years, 
aiming to complete around December 2016.  

 
3.3 Property & Design and Financial Services have examined three options.  Options 

A or B will complete the Workstyles programme and are the two options 
previously shortlisted, whilst Option C is the ‘do nothing’ approach.  It is clear 
from this detailed work that Option A will produce the most benefits and 
opportunities to change the way we work and deliver service improvements.  

 
The recommended Option A proposes to dispose of Kings House and 
Buckingham Road and populate Hove Town Hall to its capacity making the best 
use of redundant space for the public, staff and elected members through a 
comprehensive building refurbishment supported by modern technology. This 
would also enable about a quarter of the building to be released for commercial 
use. This option entails substantial investment and will enable improved service 
delivery to our citizens and opportunities for significant productivity efficiencies, a 
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modern working environment, a reduction in carbon emissions and create 
potential new housing.  
 
Option B proposes to dispose of about 60% of Hove Town Hall, refurbish the 
remainder and purchase another office building ‘X’ in the city to be identified to 
accommodate staff, elected members and ancillary facilities. This option is 
financially expensive and carries great risks due to the lack of suitable, 
sustainable office accommodation in the city and the need to dispose of a greater 
proportion of Hove Town Hall and would also result in Hove Town Hall no longer 
operating as a civic space (for example for public meetings). 
 
Option C is the “no change” option that has significant financial liabilities in terms 
of the maintenance and life cycle costs for Kings House and Hove Town Hall. It 
also perpetuates inefficient use of space and does not enhance our ICT 
infrastructure. It would make no contribution to the council’s delivery of further 
efficiency savings to support its budget savings requirements either directly 
through reduced property costs or indirectly through facilitating efficiency and 
productivity gains.  
 
The detailed options appraisal is set out in Appendix 1. 
 

3.4 Option A, through the significant investment it generates, offers the best 
opportunity to change the way the council works using the same workstyle 
principles as phases 1 and 2. It would incorporate the learning from those phases 
to better align property moves and new technology with service business process 
reviews. This creates the environment for delivering additional productivity 
savings to support the council’s budget savings requirements.  

 
3.5 Having implemented Phases 1 and 2 of Workstyles, it is essential that the vast 

majority of the remainder of the council is brought into the scope of the 
programme. It will include the services and staff in Hove Town Hall, Brighton 
Town Hall, Kings House and Portslade Town Hall who have not been covered by 
previous phases, together with the relinquishing of further leased buildings and 
disposals of surplus property where services are currently located. Phase 3 will 
affect approximately 1,400 office based staff, excluding those working in council 
premises other than administrative buildings such as schools, day centres and 
the Housing Centre at Moulsecoomb 

 
4         COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & CONSULTATION 
 
4.1 Public consultations through the local authority planning process will be carried 

out through the relevant services. 
 
4.2 The workstyles programme is one cornerstone of the activity that supports the 

modernisation of the Council and work is underway to actively engage our 
workforce in what working for a modern and forward looking organisation means 
for them and how we realise our ambition for an adaptable and flexible workforce 
that supports continuous service improvement.  

 
4.3 Staff engagement and consultation is an integral part of the planning for each 

aspect of the workstyles project. Unions have been regularly kept up to date with 
the programme as well as being involved in team moves. The project planning 
includes extensive time for engagement with staff and services at all levels. This 
would include the design of offices, co-location of teams, learning needs and 
specific needs of individuals.  
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4.4 The programme of staff engagement and development that has been designed to 

support the change management process of moving teams to new ways of 
working and in particular into re-styled accommodation. Staff engagement and 
active consultation is a key part of the planning for each team relocation and we 
review and update the development programme to reflect any new learning or 
insights.  There is an established process of team champions to ensure effective 
involvement and good lines of communication within teams who are planning for 
change.    

  
 
5         FINANCIAL, LEGAL, EQUALITIES & OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 Financial Implications:  
 

The full financial implications for the workstyles investment programme are 
detailed in Appendix 2 – Financial Implications Summary and Tables that shows 
the investment cost and proposed funding for the three options. The associated 
revenue implications, savings and productivity assumptions for each option are 
also detailed in Appendix 2. It can be seen clearly that Option A offers the most 
financial benefits.  

 
 Finance Officer Consulted:  Rob Allen  Name Date: 05/08/13 
 
5.2 Legal Implications: 
   
 Disposal of the assets specified in recommendation 2.5 must comply with section 

123 of the Local Government Act 1972 which generally prohibits a council from 
selling land for a consideration less than the best that can reasonably be 
obtained.  To do otherwise requires the consent of the Secretary of State, which 
may be specific or general. 

 
 The General Disposal Consent (England) 2003 permits a disposal of certain 

council land at less than best consideration where the amount foregone is no 
more than £2m, provided economic, social or environmental benefits are to be 
gained as a result of the disposal.  If these detailed requirements are not met and  
less than best consideration is received, specific consent will be required, which 
will entail an application being made to the Secretary of State.  

 
           It is, however, anticipated that the marketing of the properties should ensure that 

best consideration is achieved, in which event once the decision to make the 
disposal is agreed as per recommendation 2.5, the scheme of delegation to 
officers provides (i) that the Executive Director Finance & Resources is 
authorised to approve the detailed terms of the disposals and (ii) the Head of 
Legal Services  is authorised to prepare and execute any and all documentation 
necessary to give effect to the propose disposals. 

 
 Lawyers Consulted: Oliver Dixon and Bob Bruce Date: 21/08/13 
 
5.3 Equalities Implications: 
 
 A representative from the Equalities team will be involved from the beginning of 

the project to ensure the designs sufficiently address existing and future 
reasonable equality needs. The published Workstyles and Accommodation 
Equalities Impact Assessment was reviewed in August 2012 and has been made 
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into a generic overarching assessment for the concept. Services are required to 
carry out their own EIAs or incorporate workstyles elements under their existing 
reviews to capture the impact on service changes. Building works to any 
premises will take into account the requirements of the Equalities Act 2010 and 
will address issues such as hearing loops, signage, wheelchair access for 
reception desks, high frequency lighting, accessible toilets, ramped access, wide 
doors and automatic door openers. 

 
5.4 Sustainability Implications 
 

Workstyles creates opportunities to reduce energy consumption in our office 
buildings directly releasing ongoing savings from those properties disposed of 
and also those that are retained and subsequently updated. Option A will see a 
27% reduction in carbon emissions based on the disposal of associated 
buildings. See Appendix 4  - Sustainability and Other Implications for details. 
 

5.5 Crime & Disorder Implications 
 
None identified 
 

5.6 Risk and Opportunity Management Implications 
 

 A programme of this size and scope inevitably has some significant risks but also 
presents broad opportunities. A key part of the effective programme 
management is to identify and proactively manage those risks but it is important 
to be clear that they cannot be eliminated. A great deal of positive experience 
from the first two phases of Workstyles and other capital projects and a 
proportionate corporate approach to risk provides a good level of reassurance. 
However some aspects of the programme are reliant on external market factors 
(such as timely achieving of capital receipts) or on a successful organisational 
cultural change programme which inherently have more uncertainties.  

 
The recommended Option A provides the best balance between risk and 
opportunity as it does not rely on a new property purchase or lease for re-
location. It will produce more opportunities for service and productivity 
improvements ensuring that Hove Town Hall is used to its full capacity in an 
improved environment that enables flexible working choices.  The option has 
been modelled on the basis of a freehold disposal of Kings House and a 
leasehold open market disposal of Buckingham Road. 
   
Appendix 3 summarises the risks identified and there is a detailed programme 
risk log.  
 

5.8 Public Health Implications 
 
None identified 
 

5.9 Corporate / Citywide Implications 
 

The options considered the impact on the location of the council’s administrative 
buildings, civic space and service provision. They are part of the council’s 
Corporate Plan priority of Modernising the Council and will contribute to its 
ongoing Medium Term Financial Strategy and carbon reduction targets included 
in the One Planet Living Action Plan.  
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6         EVALUATION OF ANY ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS  
 
6.1   Option A through the disposal of surplus property and significant investment 

  in Hove Town Hall offers improved service delivery opportunities supported by  
  flexible technology and working choices. The learning & development  
  package to manage change will be delivered to the entire scope of 1,400 staff 
  and the offer associated with this change programme has been modified and     
  improved by learning gathered from the previous phases 1 and 2. The main  
  learning points incorporated into this option will define staff as flexible workers   
  with no fixed workers apart from those with specific equalities needs assessed  
  on a case by case basis. We have also identified that a basic transfer of paper  
  files to electronic is not effective unless there is a degree of integration with  
  workflow and business processes. Cellular offices are to be removed with  
  plentiful provision of meeting space and quiet rooms of various sizes with  
  appropriate technology and informal staff break out areas. All facilities  
  will be flexible and multi-use. 
 

6.2      Option B would dispose of Kings House and the majority of Hove Town Hall 
leaving a small amount of office space (about 40%) and the customer service 
centre. The option is high risk, financially expensive and could prove difficult to 
deliver as it requires the acquisition of another office building ‘X’ yet to be 
identified in the City that would also need to accommodate all democratic council 
functions potentially shifting the focus away from Hove.  

 
6.3 Option C “no change” would leave half the organisation working flexibly           

supported by modern technology and environments and half as status quo           
therefore creating incomplete, inefficient working conditions and business           
processes and inequalities amongst staff. This could impede service and           
productivity improvement opportunities whilst also leaving the council with  

          significant liabilities for under-used buildings, unnecessary running costs and           
future maintenance liabilities as large parts of these buildings have reached the           
end of their useful life.    

 
6.4    Timeline – see Appendix 6 
 The Hove Town Hall building works programme is estimated at approx 18     

months and aims to start at the beginning of 2015. The overall change 
programme implementation will be about 3 years taking into account planning, 
engagement, technology deployment and adjustments to relevant buildings. 

 
7         REASONS FOR REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 By implementing the recommended Option A the organisation will be contributing 

to its corporate priorities, significantly improve its working environments for staff, 
provide technology which better supports service delivery, achieve substantial 
financial savings and benefits and reduce its carbon footprint. The wider benefits 
for City regeneration would be achieved through the redevelopment of the Kings 
House site for a mixture of high end flats and affordable housing generating 
council tax income as well as benefitting from new homes bonus.  Hove Town 
Hall would have commercial opportunities for catering, retail and/or offices 
generating business rates. It is proposed that Brighton Town Hall would become 
the council’s “civic house” with more potential for community and public space 
such as catering, art and leisure and tourist opportunities subject to further 
feasibility studies. See Appendix 5 for Impact on Key Stakeholders. 
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APPENDIX  1 
 
Workstyles Phase Three:  Options Appraisal 
 

 
OPTION A 
 
This is the preferred option which proposes populating Hove Town Hall to capacity 
and refurbishing the building and its fabric to modern environmental and 
technological standards. The offices will be designed with flexibility in mind so that 
staff would have choices of work space depending on the need. This option would 
also allow about 25% of the building to be released for commercial use. The 
modernisation programme would include providing flexible technology to include 
‘follow-me’ desktop and telephony, ‘idox’ as the Electronic Documents Record 
Management (EDRM) system, engagement and delivery of learning and 
development to manage the cultural shift required for modernising the council. Kings 
House would be disposed on a freehold basis, with Buckingham Road and part of 
Hove Town Hall (The Great Hall and existing undercroft areas currently occupied by 
CAB and the Toy library) disposed of on leases, the former being a potential long 
lease subject to service delivery options that are currently being considered i.e extra 
care housing.  The lease on Denmark Villas would be surrendered. 
 
The following work will be required to Hove Town Hall: 

 

• Convert the existing underused central public circulation and reception areas 
to offices by adding mezzanine floors  

• Convert the banqueting suite and associated spaces to a corporate meeting, 
training and hot desk hub. 

• Construct a single storey roof extension to the second floor of the North wing 
to create additional open plan office accommodation linked to the existing 
offices which would be opened up and refurbished. 

• Undertake a general refurbishment of the remainder of the first, second and 
balance of ground floors of the north wing.  

• Convert the existing enclosed glazed courtyard area of the north wing to a 
staff resource space 

• Provide extensive new cycle shower and locker provision in the basement 
(currently used as  toilets) and potentially bring  the tunnel  under Norton Road 
back into use as a staff cycle storage  linking to further cycle storage in Norton 
Road Car-Park. 

• Replace the existing single glazed curtain walling exterior with a modern 
double glazed energy efficient installation (excludes areas to be leased off). 

• Replace the existing oil fired heating and outdated cooling/ventilation systems 
with a modern energy efficient installation. 

• Retain and refurbish the existing Council Chamber. This space would however 
be used as a more flexible meeting space for use by the public and Council 
alike. 

• Extend the existing Photo Voltaic Panel installation 
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This work, combined with the newly vacated and refurbished third floor space at 
Bartholomew House created under Phase 2, would provide sufficient accommodation 
for all staff currently in Kings House. It should however be noted that this scenario is  
based on the high level desk ratio target of  7:10FTE. 
 
Potential uses for the ground floor and Great Hall include Restaurant/Retail to the 
ground floor and/or leisure for the upper floors.  Should a purchaser only be found for 
the ground floor then a further option would be to convert the Great Hall into an 
independent office space which could be rented out to the private sector or other 
public organisations who might wish to co-locate with the Council.  A further detailed 
cost analysis would need to be undertaken if this scenario were to be pursued. 
 
It should be noted that the build costs assume that the work is carried out in one 
phase which would mean decanting the majority of staff on the first and second floors 
(with the exception of the Police) into Kings House for the duration of the works. The 
new customer Service Centre and back office would remain in operation throughout.  
 
Staff and services currently in Denmark Villas and Buckingham Road would be 
relocated. Cabinet approval has already been given for the disposal of the Victoria 
Road offices at Portslade and adjacent part site and this capital receipt will be used 
to refurbish Portslade Town Hall to create a corporate hot desk base and a joint 
Sussex Police and customer access point to include housing services. 

 
OPTION B 
 
This option proposes the disposal of 60% of Hove Town Hall on a long leasehold 
interest, which would enable a mixed use development of retail/residential and offices 
to be provided by a developer, but would require the purchase or lease of another 
building (Building ’X’) to be identified in the City, to accommodate staff and ancillary 
facilities (approx 2800sqm) for about 300 staff and ancillary facilities.  
 
The remaining northern part of Hove Town Hall (approximately 40%), building on the 
refurbishment works under phase 2, would be fully refurbished to provide renovated 
offices.  The modernisation would include flexible technology with follow-me desktop 
and telephony, idox as EDRM system and the delivery of learning and development 
to manage the cultural shift required for modernising the council. 
 
Kings House would be sold on a freehold basis and the remaining 60% of Hove 
Town Hall would be disposed on a 250 year long lease (ie everything south of the 
recently created Customer Service Centre, including the Great Hall, Banqueting 
Suite, Council Chamber and undercroft).  Buckingham Road would also be disposed 
of on a long lease, subject to service delivery options that are currently being 
considered and the lease on Denmark Villas would be surrendered  

 
The following work will be required to Hove Town Hall: 

• Construct a single storey roof extension to the second floor of the North wing 
to create additional open plan office accommodation linked to the existing 
offices which would be opened up and refurbished. 

• Undertake a general refurbishment of the remainder of the first, second and 
balance of ground floors of the north wing.  
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• Convert the existing enclosed glazed courtyard area of the north wing to a 
staff resource space 

• Replace the existing single glazed curtain walling exterior with a modern 
double glazed energy efficient installation.  

• Replace the existing oil fired heating and outdated cooling/ventilation systems 
with a modern energy efficient installation. 

 
This work, combined with the newly vacated and refurbished third floor space at 
Bartholomew House created under Phase 2, would not provide sufficient 
accommodation for all staff currently in Kings House. To address this shortfall an 
additional property (to be identified, but referred to as ‘Building’ X’ in this report) of 
approx 2800sqm will be needed.   Building ‘X’ may mean leasing floors of an existing 
office block or purchasing a smaller property to be refurbished. For the purposes of 
this business case an allowance has been made using current day lease costs of an 
available building in the Hove area and costs have been included to refurbish 
Building ‘X’ in order to adapt that accommodation to suit the Council’s requirements. 
An initial search of existing accommodation in the City has been carried out, however 
as this space would not be required until 2016, it is not practical to identify properties 
at this stage as they may not be available in three years time. 
 
Under Option B the main Police office which was provided under Phase 2 (adjacent 
to the Council Chamber) would need to be re-provided next to the Hove Town Hall 
Customer Service Centre.  In addition the council chamber would cease to exist and 
alternative locations would need to be considered such as greater use of Brighton 
Town Hall and Portslade Town Hall and possible hiring of private venues.  The 
potential developer of the Hove Town Hall site would also be required to provide a 
community space which could be used for this purpose. 
 
It should also be noted that under Option B the potential to provide additional cycle 
showers and lockers would be lost however additional cycle parking would still be 
needed in Norton Road Car-Park. 

 
 
Other Buildings 
 
Cabinet approval has been given (March 2011) for the disposal of the Victoria Road 
offices at Portslade and part of the adjacent site. This capital receipt will be used to 
refurbish Portslade Town Hall to create a corporate hotdesk base and a joint Sussex 
Police and customer access point with housing Hub  

 
Although not part of this business case, the use of Brighton Town Hall could be 
changed to become a more public building. Options will be explored to generate 
more revenue income, for example by opening up the lower ground floor Little East 
Street frontage for Restaurant/A3 use and providing more facilities which could be 
hired for use by visitors attending the Registrar and weddings/partnerships. It is 
intended that office space in Brighton Town Hall will be minimised and limited to 
services that have to be at this location such as Registrars. 
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During the course of the programme, the potential of some other sites which are 
under utilised and not fit for purpose will be explored and if needed a separate 
committee report will be submitted for proposed use/disposal. 
 
OPTION C    

 
This Option shows the implications of ‘doing nothing’ ie retaining Kings House and 
Hove Town Hall in their entirety.  This would leave the council with financial and 
property liabilities as both buildings would be under-occupied and still require 
substantial maintenance over the next 10 years.  
 
The heating and ventilating systems at Hove Town Hall have virtually reached the 
end of their useful life and will need replacing within the next 2-3 years.  The external 
fenestration at Hove Town Hall is single glazed and will also require replacement 
within the next 5-8 years.  Kings House will need further investment within the next 
10 years including replacement of the outdated storage heaters and ventilation 
systems. Work will be needed to the fabric of the Victorian section facing the 
seafront, including the windows which are reaching the end of their useful life as 
many are now not operable. 
 
The Buckingham Road and Portslade sites could still be sold, subject to service 
delivery options that are currently being considered and the lease of Denmark Villas 
would still be surrendered.  

 
There would however be an empty, newly refurbished floor at Bartholomew House 
(completed under Phase 2) which would need to be populated with workstyled staff  
following the rollout of flexible technology.  This option would potentially leave two 
floors of Kings House empty together with the financial burden of associated running 
costs.  It would therefore be necessary to find an occupier who would be prepared to 
lease this space and contribute to this shortfall which is high risk. 

 
This option would severely hamper the aims of modernisation for the Council and 
would effectively be a termination of current flexible working solutions.  Approximately  
half of the organisation would be on new technologies following Phases 1 and 2 with 
its associated flexibility and advantages and the other half in the old working 
environment. This would create inequality among staff as well as being detrimental to 
service delivery as a result of multiple technologies and systems being in place which 
are incompatible with each other. The organisation is already behind with its current 
technology offering and its administrative estate will need maintaining to ensure it is 
fit for purpose. Given the financial challenges the local authority is facing there seems 
to be limited alternative routes using the existing council assets other than the 
proposals outlined in this report to bring the organisation up to the modern 
conditions/standards and enable the delivery of quality services for its citizens. 
 
This ‘split’ scenario could potentially cause major corporate risks in terms of the 
ability of the organisation to effectively deliver services and would have further  
business risks in terms of inconsistent processes and council could possibly be open 
to challenges with considerable liabilities. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
Workstyles 3 – Capital Investment and Revenue Implications 
                                           

 
The Workstyles investment programme will be funded through a combination of capital 
receipts, contributions from the Asset Management Fund (AMF), existing capital maintenance 
funds, reserves and borrowing to fund the cost of works. Table 1 sets out the estimated costs 
for the options including building works, refurbishments and costs associated with acquiring 
new offices together with the ICT and EDRM investment, dilapidations costs associated with 
vacating leased buildings and the core project resources to enable delivery of the project. Any 
funding shortfalls will be met through borrowing with revenue savings associated with the 
scheme meeting the financing costs. The funding of each option is detailed in Table 1.  

 
Table 1 - Capital Investment 
 

Workstyles Phase 3 Option A Option B Option C 

        

  £000 £000 £000 

Hove Town Hall works 9,798 6,094 2,947 

Kings House Investment 0 0 2,160 

Portslade Town Hall 631 631 631 

Montague House 408 408 408 

Purchase & fit out new building 0 7,346 0 

ICT & Workstyles investment 2,000 2,000 1,050 

EDRM & Scanning Costs 1,500 1,500 0 

Project resources & associated costs 1,482 1,482 0 

Dilapidations & other capital costs 155 155 155 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 15,974 19,616 7,351 

AMF Contribution 2,100 2,100 1,500 

Capital Programme Funding 599 599 450 

Specific Reserves 575 575 256 

Borrowing 1,980 2,810 3,545 

Kings House capital receipt (net) 9,120 9,120 0 

Hove Town Hall capital receipt (net) 0 2,812 0 

Other Capital Receipts (net) 1,600 1,600 1,600 

TOTAL RESOURCES 15,974 19,616 7,351 
 

 
Options A and B both require varying degrees of works to Hove Town Hall including 
conversion and refurbishment of offices and spaces and replacement of energy inefficient 
glazing heating and ventilation systems. Options A and B include works built into the timetable 
associated with maintenance to roofing, heating, fire risks and extension of the existing solar 
photovoltaic panels which would be met through existing maintenance and capital schemes. 
Option B requires the purchase or lease and fit out of a new office building the location of 
which has not yet been determined and the business case uses current market prices from 
existing sites of a suitable profile. Option C ‘do nothing’ includes costs associated with 
investment in building improvements at Hove Town Hall that would be required to keep the 
building operational and also estimated maintenance costs associated with Kings House 
should the building be retained.  
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ICT and workstyle investment includes the rollout of Citrix, data centre moves, cabling and new 
ICT equipment. The cost of Electronic Documents & Records Management (EDRM) 
implementation and associated back scanning work is included within the project and supports 
the business process improvements for all services; however it requires detailed work to 
quantify the exact cost. Some initial EDRM work has already been undertaken in areas such 
as Planning, HR and Finance. Project resourcing includes the core project resourcing for 
Project Management, ICT rollout and support functions for communication, engagement and 
service implementation.  
 
The capital receipts from the disposal of Kings House, part of Hove Town Hall offices, the two 
Buckingham Road offices, subject to service delivery options that are currently being 
considered and Victoria Road offices (agreed at Cabinet March 2011) will provide a 
considerable contribution towards the funding of the project. The receipts less any disposal 
costs, will support the Workstyles project and the timing of the disposals of the properties will 
be crucial in indentifying cashflow shortfalls for the project. The properties have had full 
valuations and both Kings House and Hove Town Hall have had soft market testing 
undertaken. Some costs have been factored into the business case to allow for the offices to 
remain empty whilst being marketed, however, any significant delay in disposing of these 
buildings will incur additional costs to support the financing of the project as well as incurring 
ongoing running costs associated with security, maintenance and utilities at these sites. 
 
The Asset Management Fund is a £1.0m annual corporate capital fund used to support 
property improvements. This fund forms part of the council’s Capital Strategy and is funded 
through capital receipts. The fund has supported both phase 1 and phase 2 of the Workstyles 
projects.  
 
Specific reserves have been set aside to assist with the cashflow funding of the Workstyles 
projects in particular supporting the project resourcing and dilapidations in connection with the 
vacated leased buildings.  
 
Each option will deliver revenue savings as a result of the vacation of the leased buildings and 
freehold properties. The revenue implications of the project are detailed in Table 2 and reflect a 
full year effect of costs and savings after the project has been completed 
 
Table 2 - Revenue Savings 
 

Workstyles Phase 3 Option A Option B Option C 

 Full Year Effect £000 £000 £000 

        

Budget savings       

Accommodation savings - Kings House 514 514 0 

Accommodation savings - Hove Town Hall 181 354 64 

Accommodation savings - Other buildings 250 250 250 

Financing Costs - borrowing (158) (222) (280) 

LESS: Increase in running costs (85) (122) (100) 

LESS: Running costs new building  0 (180) 0  

Additional benefits       

Increase in Council Tax income 210 210 0 

LESS:Reduction in retained Business Rates (160) (160) 0 

Net Revenue Savings 752 644 (66) 
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In addition to savings identified above if Kings House is converted to residential use the council 
could receive up to £0.3m pa for six years in New Homes Bonus less any proportion of the 
grant redirected to the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP). 
 
Savings are generated in connection with building running costs predominantly around 
business rates, rents and service charges, maintenance, cleaning, utilities and Carbon 
Reduction Commitments (CRC’s). The introduction of new heating and lighting measures at 
Hove Town Hall will significantly benefit all three options. Additional revenue running costs will 
be required to varying degrees for each option in connection with the increased staff numbers 
in the remaining or new offices. Option C incurs costs for operating unoccupied floors at 
existing offices that could potentially remain vacant should the other options not be explored. 
Detailed costs, payback period on the corporate investment and the revenue savings 
associated with Option A are included in Tables 3 and 4. 
 
The savings in Table 2 do not incorporate a financial assessment of the efficiency gains that 
could be expected from the property and technology investment in Options A and B. Although 
there are challenges in quantifying these and ensuring that they are cashable savings our 
research suggests other organisations across both public and private sector would expect to 
deliver a minimum of 10% additional  productivity savings in this sort of scenario and some 
quote substantially higher figures. These would be additional to the savings identified above 
and would contribute to the council’s overall budget savings target as described below. This 
would not be achievable under Option C and indeed additional inefficiencies could be created 
through part of the workforce and buildings not going through the Workstyles programme.  
 
Table 3 - Capital Investment 
 

Workstyles Phase 3 
Option A 

Development 
Period Implementation Period Operational Period Total 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6   
  2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19   

  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Hove Town Hall works   8,165 1,633   9,798 

Portslade Town Hall  631     631 

Montague House  408     408 

ICT & Workstyles investment 595 696 696 13   2,000 

EDRM & Scanning Costs 450 525 525    1,500 

Project resource costs 115 644 619 104   1,482 

Dilapidations & other capital costs  155     155 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 1,160 3,059 10,005 1,750 0 0 15,974 

AMF Contribution   700 700 700   2,100 

Capital Programme Funding   311 288       599 

Specific Reserves   575     575 

Borrowing           1,160  820        1,980 

Kings House capital receipt (net)    960 8,160   9,120 

Other Capital Receipts (net)   168 1,432    1,600 

 TOTAL RESOURCES 1,160 2,574 3,380 8,860 0 0 15,974 

        

Investment cashflow (deficit) 0 (485) (6,625) 7,110 0 0 0 
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Table 4 - Revenue Savings 
 

Workstyles Phase 3 
Option A 

Development 
Period Implementation Period Operational Period 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 

  2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

               

Accommodation Budget savings               

Savings - Kings House   0 0 257 514 514 514 

Savings - Hove Town Hall   0 0 0 181 181 181 

Savings - Other buildings   112 224 250 250 250 250 

LESS: Financing Costs - borrowing   (92) (130) (159) (158) (158) (158) 

LESS: Increase in running costs   (5) (8) (38) (103) (89) (85) 

Additional benefits        

Increase in Council Tax income     210 210 210 

Loss of retained Business Rates     (160) (160) (160) 

Net Revenue Savings   15 86 310 734 748 752 

 
The total corporate investment of £5.254m has a payback period of 7.0 years (full year effect) 
 
Significant efficiency benefits are expected to be realised through improved working 
environments, enhanced technology, changed working practices and improved management of 
activity and workflows that this investment will enable. Efficiencies are anticipated to be 
productivity increases such as reduced backlogs, improved customer response times, 
elimination of duplication, reduction in error rates and potentially reduced sickness, reduced 
staff turnover. They are estimated to be in the region of £2.6m pa based upon benchmarks for 
similar implementations. The productivity savings will assist the council to enable reducing 
service costs in future years and will provide valuable assistance to the financial challenges the 
council will face.  
 
Additional financing benefits associated with this project may arise from the development 
options associated with the sites that are disposed of. This will include the New Homes Bonus 
(for a 6-year period), new council tax generated less any loss of business rates. These 
additional financial benefits may provide additional funding opportunities for the council and 
meet the challenging reductions in central government funding over the coming years. 
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APPENDIX  3 
 
Workstyles Phase Three:  Risk Summary 
 

 
Assumptions and Risks 
 
Construction: Refurbishment projects by definition carry more risk as there 
will inevitably be unforeseen issues uncovered and there is the potential for 
unexpected cost rises. A construction cost rise of 10% would result in a 
reduction in savings of £85,000 to fund financing costs associated with the 
additional borrowing. However, the construction costs include significant 
contingencies which have been calculated based upon the experiences of 
Workstyles Phases One and Two as well as industry standard assumptions for 
contingency planning. Structural Engineers and Mechanical & Electrical 
advisors have helped inform the Quantity Surveyor in bringing forward detailed 
estimates for the construction costs to reflect the specific construction issues 
for each building.  
 
Capital Receipts: Market conditions are uncertain which may impact on 
realising the estimated capital receipts; however as part of the business case, 
soft market testing has been carried out on both Hove Town Hall and Kings 
House. The results of the market testing were encouraging with five national 
developers expressing an interest in both sites.  Disposal of the sites will still 
however present a risk, as any delay with the sale of buildings within the 
estimated timeframes could create additional short term financing costs and 
reduce savings. The valuation of Kings House is based on redevelopment to 
residential including the provision of 40% social housing and a significant 
allowance for S106 requirements. However if the sale proceeds are reduced 
by 10% this will reduce the savings by £72,000 per annum because of 
increased financing costs. If Kings House/Hove Town Hall and other 
associated sites remain vacant for an extended period of time, there could be 
significant security and maintenance costs, however, contingencies have been 
factored into the business case to support these costs through the 
implementation period.   
 
 
ICT and Technological: Workstyles requires significant changes to the ICT 
infrastructure and service offering. Significant additional ICT resources have 
been factored into the business case to manage this. However the 
implementation would still rely on strong links and co-working with the 
individual service areas and an integrated approach to business process 
redesign. ICT has been stretched to capacity with current security compliance 
requirements. Many of the changes being made for security reasons will also 
provide long term benefit to the Workstyles project but there are undoubtedly 
timing and prioritisation challenges to be overcome.  Therefore, the technology 
work package remains as a high risk area in terms of budget implications and 
its ability to deliver throughout the programme and this will need to be carefully 
managed and the programme work will be prioritised.   
 
Backscanning: Implementation of Electronic Data and Record Management 
(EDRM) and back scanning of files are essential to support the overall 
Workstyles implementation. This however comes at a high cost to the 
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organisation and scanning cost estimations can only be done more robustly 
after the initial business analysis work is carried out per service. For the 
purpose of the business case, a pragmatic approach has been taken. A 
separate project manager will be assigned to monitor this risk. Any additional 
costs over and above the estimates should be met by services directly.  
 
Planning: Planning consent has always been considered a high risk in 
relation to the change of use from office to residential of Kings House and 
potential loss of employment space.  Since the Accelerated Workstyles report 
in October 2012, Planning Policy has produced two separate Planning briefs 
for both Kings House and Hove Town Hall. The current ‘permitted 
development’ policy does not apply to Kings House as it is a Listed Building, 
so it will have to be marketed as an office for a year to prove its use is  
redundant.  Marketing as a residential use cannot therefore commence until 
late 2014, however this still gives a potential developer enough time to seek 
full consent and enable a site start as soon as the Council vacates in 2016. 
 
External changes to the programme and accommodation need: The size 
of the workforce within the organisation is assumed to remain the same within 
the next 3-5 years. This may change significantly, depending on several 
factors such as the effects of Voluntary Severance, budget pressures, central 
government directives on new initiatives or withdrawal of existing funding, 
grants and pressures from third party organisations. If the organisation 
workforce reduces this would provide an opportunity to let the vacant 
modernised office space within the commercial market place. 
 
Under Option B there may not be a new modern suitable office (Building ‘X’) 
available to rent when needed. Again in this option, if a separate purpose built 
or new office building is to be purchased, this would be subject to the timeline 
of a separate external programme, which might not fit into the timetable. For 
the purposes of the business case, costs based on a currently available office 
space in Hove have been incorporated. 
 
Political: Under Option B, it might be perceived that the main administration 
function of the council is shifting from Hove to Brighton as the existing Council 
Chamber and associated member services will be removed, however 
alternative provision would have to be made e.g.  the developer should 
provide a multi use community space within the new development and/or 
further use could be made of Portslade Town Hall. 
 
Risk Conclusions   
All three options have associated risks and opportunities. Options A and B are 
about contributing to the council’s priorities through modernising the council 
aiming at a high performing workforce and better service delivery for our 
citizens. They will also produce overall savings in proportion to the amount of 
work and required changes at Hove Town Hall. Both rely heavily on the 
disposal of Kings House and parts of Hove Town Hall; however the soft 
market testing has revealed that there is interest from developers in both sites.  

  
Option A produces better financial efficiencies and opportunities to contribute 
to the changing council demands and improve service delivery.  Both create 
capital receipts for reinvestment in property and technology and significant 
revenue savings both directly and indirectly through productivity and efficiency 
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gains. They provide other advantages that support the regeneration of the 
City, additional financial benefits associated with new home bonuses, council 
tax, business rates and reductions to our carbon footprint.   Option B carries 
more risk in that it is predicated on the requirement for extra services, staff and 
functions being met through either the acquisition of a purpose built modern 
office or leased modern offices yet to be identified. Option A challenges the 
need for an extra building through extensive improvements to Hove Town Hall, 
better use of under-used space and conversion of part of the banqueting areas 
to offices. It suggests that part of the Hove Town Hall (25%) Church Road 
could be disposed of for commercial use or possible serviced offices. 
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APPENDIX  4 
 
Workstyles Phase Three:  Sustainability Implications 
 

 
One Planet principles will be embedded within phase 3 of the Workstyles 
programme by using a new tool designed by Property & Design which 
sets out minimum standards for new build and refurbishment works. This 
will be applied from the design stage for all future works.   
 
Refurbishments incorporate the latest low energy lighting technology 
including sensors which automatically alter levels of lighting according to 
outside conditions. This would feature as a minimum ‘Zero Carbon’ 
requirement of future office refurbishments.  
 

Estimated direct savings through the disposal of buildings – Phase 3:    

Buildings  

Total CO2 Emissions 
(2012/13)  
Tonnes 

Phase 3 CO2 
Emissions  
Tonnes 

Kings House 462 disposal  

Brighton Town Hall 339 339 

Hove Town Hall* 1,178 1,178 

Bartholomew House 272 272 

86 Denmark Villas 73 disposal  

Montague House 68 68 

Buckingham Road  110 disposal  

162 North Street 36 disposal  

Portslade Town Hall 40 40 

3 Palace Place 25 disposal 

TOTAL 2,603 1,897 

 
*Option includes proposals to dispose of parts of HTH but it is extremely 
difficult to calculate carbon savings in relation to this and so the CO2 figure 
has remained the same i.e. for the whole building.  
 
Option A will see a 27% reduction in carbon emissions, based on the disposal 
of associated buildings, as indicated in the table above. It is important to note 
that within the retained buildings there is likely to be an increase in emissions 
due to increased occupancy times and higher density of PCs. Although within 
the retained buildings there will be significant investment and consideration for 
energy efficiency improvements and this will have a positive impact on 
reducing the carbon footprint further.   
 
Energy efficiency investment in Hove Town Hall will be extensive and 
proposals include improved insulation with roofing works, replacement energy 
efficient glazing, conversion from oil to gas fuel, as well as increased capacity 
of the Photovoltaic array, overhaul of the air conditioning/ventilation system, 
lighting and further measures where appropriate.  It is estimated that Option A 
for Hove Town Hall will result in a reduction of 300 tonnes of CO2 by investing 
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in roof, glazing and converting oil to gas alone. Detailed plans for energy 
efficiency retrofit are yet to be developed, however this gives an indication of 
the likely impacts. Hove Town Hall will benefit from the feed-in-tariff income 
for the solar photovoltaic array.  
 
Investment in energy efficiency for the remaining set of retained buildings will 
be worked up following approval of this report. 
 
Waste generated through the Workstyles programme is managed in a 
sustainable manner - surplus furniture from consolidation of accommodation 
is firstly offered to charitable organisations then secondly the materials are 
sent for recycling. Workstyles presents the opportunity to use electronic 
storage for data, rather than paper files.  
 
The introduction of flexible working (and associated technology) presents an 
opportunity to reduce work-related travel and commuting. Having the 
technological ability to work from various locations, staff will be able to 
manage their day more efficiently such as completing their working day at 
home rather than having to go back to their main base, would reduce the 
travel needs. This approach relies heavily on a cultural shift to flexible working 
and management techniques and HR policies to support it. Relevant 
sustainable travel infrastructure improvements will be considered in retained 
buildings to ensure all staff have the opportunity to travel sustainably.   

 
. 
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APPENDIX 5 
 
Workstyles 3 – Impact on Key Stakeholders 

                                           

 
This section is designed to set out some of the significant changes for key 
stakeholders both during the building works phase and beyond. It is not 
attempting to be comprehensive but should give a good practical sense of 

what the changes entail.  

 

What will these changes mean for the public? 
 

• Building works to Hove Town Hall will take approx 18 months and will 
commence after a planning / engagement period of 18 months at the 
beginning of 2015.  

• The Hove Town Hall Council Chamber will not be operational during 
the building programme. It is proposed that the public meetings will run 
from Brighton Town Hall and Portslade Town Hall as appropriate. 

• Once complete, the council chamber will have an improved 
environment and technology (sound, lighting, heating etc) for the public 
who wish to attend. 

• At the Hove Customer Service Centre (CSC) the remaining back office 
teams will be workstyled which will assist in the effectiveness of  
service delivery.  

• During the building works the CSC is likely to be affected by noise and 
there could be some limitations on the service delivery. An alternative 
temporary location could be provided for some of the services. 

• Adult Social Centre day centre services, currently running from 
Denmark Villas will provide its services from other locations.  

• There will be an improved customer access point at Portslade Town 
Hall.  

• Hove Centre Events will cease and the service is exploring alternative 
options. 

• Overall once implementation is complete services will have 
opportunities to improve the services they deliver to the public. 

 
What will these changes mean for staff? 
 

• The opportunity for improved work/life balance through greater flexible 
work choices for staff such as being able to work from multiple 
locations as well as home as long as it fits in with better service 
delivery for our citizens. 

• Enables staff to be empowered to make flexible working choices and  
contribute to business process changes. 

• Improved office environments with modern facilities. 

• Flexibility to co-locate with staff from other teams to do case work. 
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• Change of main location of work could mean that some staff will travel 
more and some staff will travel less. Flexible working choices should 
help to mitigate this.   

• Staff from Hove Town Hall will be decanted to Kings House, except for 
the customer service centre staff and some associated back office staff 

• Building works will be disruptive to staff, whether in the building (in the 
customer service centre) or in temporary offices.   

 
What will these changes mean for partners? 
 

• The Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) occupy the undercroft area on the 
ground floor of Hove Town Hall which would be marketed for 
commercial purposes. We are currently working with CAB and other 
potential partners through the financial inclusion work looking at 
alternative service delivery models and possible re-locations. 

• There will be a further Police Hub in Portslade Town hall including 
Neighbourhood Police offices. 

• Some of the facilities used by partners will be much improved at the 
end of the building programme such as training rooms and meeting 
spaces.  

• Some NHS staff working with council staff will also be able to utilise 
some of the new facilities. 

• Less administrative council buildings will also mean easier access to 
multiple services and a reduced carbon footprint.  

 
What will these changes mean for elected members? 
 

• Members accommodation will be concentrated in two locations (Hove 
Town Hall and Brighton Town Hall) instead of the current three (Kings 
House, Hove Town Hall and Brighton Town Hall). 

• Ability to reach information from any location at any time. 

• More multi purpose accommodation with modernised meeting and 
conference spaces. 

• The Hove Town Hall Council Chamber will not be operational during 
the building programme. It is proposed that the public meetings will run 
from Brighton Town Hall and Portslade Town Hall as appropriate. 
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